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About the Book
This is an eBook only.

Autism awareness has come a long way in the relatively short time since Autism was given a name back in the 1940's... starting with the belief that it was caused by 'refrigerator moms' that were uncaring or cold towards their children, we now know that Autism is actually based in neurology/genetics.

This book looks to go beyond simply being aware of autism as it's effects on people can be so very wide ranging that even there are no two people equally affected. Every person's strengths, weaknesses and experiences are different.

Stuart Duncan, the father of two children, the oldest an autistic, helps you to understand the nature of Autism, how to recognize it and how to accept those around you that may simply be just a little bit different from yourself.

	Share this book
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Stuart Duncan
Stuart Duncan is the proud father of two boys, the oldest of which has Autism. Devoting himself to his family, Stuart has always worked from home to maximize his time with them as well as the time to research and write about Autism.

Stuart is the author of the online blog "Autism From a Father's Point of View" where his thoughts range from moments with his own children to wide ranging thoughts of the Autism community as well as the perceptions of those around the world.

Hoping to reach a wider audience, Stuart is currently in the process of writing his third book.
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Within 60 days of purchase you can get a 100% refund on any Leanpub purchase, in two clicks.
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Leanpub is a magical typewriter for authors: just write in plain text, and to publish your ebook, just click a button. (Or, if you are producing your ebook your own way, you can even upload your own PDF and/or EPUB files and then publish with one click!) It really is that easy.
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